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Venture Capital, V.C, had been passed 
the regulations of ?project of the Venture 
Capital ?and?the management hand book of 
Venture Capital?in 1983.The Government of 
Taiwan brings this concept of Venture 
Capital from United State and using this 
concept to speed the New Economic, Growth 
in order to upgrade the High technique 
industries. 
For those creative ideas and highly 
growing protection entrepreneur, if they don’t 
have enough capital resource, V.C will 
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voluntarily participate the management ? 
decision making, and a lot of other add-value 
service to help the new opening-business 
under certain satiability and towards the 
standard of stock market. 
The industrial structure of V.C. was from 
the starting period monopoly to these days 
highly growth rate as the bamboo shot after 
the spring rain. Base on the report of union of 
Venture Capital in the end of March 2000, 
the date about 161 commands of V.C. was 
established and running their business. The 
future of V.C. will towards 2 topes: .The ?
Big & Strong Group in the market. ,small ?
and specilized V.C. invested the industries 
focusing Niche market which will make the 
V.C. more specific & specilized. 
In this paper, we analyzed the control 
policy and its four antecedents?1.Structure of 
participation,2.Negociation  power  3. 
Complexity of management 4.the Character 
of knowledge management?.By the way, this 
research also analyzed the relationships of 
adequation between the control policy and its 
antecedents. Finally, this research examined 
how the relationships of adequation 
influenced the performance of Venture 
Capital.      
Keyword: Venture Capital?Control strategy? 
Knowledge managem ?
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